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Advanced Conversation（進階英語會話）英四                                   
Spring Semester 2006
Tuesday: PM6:40-8:20 [ES 302]                                                   
June Yu-Feng Liu
                                                                         
junefly157@yahoo.com.tw
Course Description:
This course will help each student to achieve competence in English in the 
four major elements of conversation (as defined by Jack Richards)—＊Content, 
Form, Manner, Control/Management and most important of all to gain 
independence through a one-year internship. In this spring term we will have 
press conference, AC musical (singing & role-playing), song of the week, news 
discussion, and some other things right here in the classroom at Fu-Jen, so 
each of you students will try various things in this whole term and therefore 
have lots of chances to express yourself. In this respect, you students will 
all be asked to take charge of your own learning /to do conversation and be 
expected to share your language acquisition as well as creativity with 
others. I, as the instructor, will certainly help all of you with the class 
management all the way.

Text: None, but handouts will be provided.
Requirements: 1. Regular attendance, good preparation, active participation, 
mutual respect, and  
                 concentration in class will be regarded as necessities. Of 
course,self-discipline 
                 will be greatly appreciated.
               2. No absence is allowed on presentation day. If you have no 
good reasons for your 
                  absence, you’ll get zero for your presentation. Consult the 
instructor if 
                  emergencies arise.
               3. Handouts (outline, summary, vocabulary list, background 
information, lyrics, 
                  etc.) for both your classmates and the teacher will be 
appreciated.
               4. Don’t forget to talk with the instructor before and after 
your presentation.
               5. Remember to talk and react with others in class as much as 
possible.
               6. Take notes (incorrect sentence patterns, terminology, etc.) 
for your own good.
※ Warning!! ※
   Due to the nature of the course, it is imperative that you students attend 
all classes. If you 
   miss the class often, 6 points will be taken off.

Grading: (☆ Attendance     -6~+5 ☆)
  SOTW  8%, Participation  12%, News  10%, Press Conference  20%, Musical  
25%, Mid-term  10%, 
  Final Exam  15% 

＊Content (the topics being addressed and how to discuss them: vocabulary, 
functions)
Form (pronunciation, intonation, stress)
Manner (conversing with fluency, naturalness, and appropriateness)
Control / Management (repairing errors, providing feedback, development 


